
1. Start - Appeal
heard by tribunal

2. Appeal Tribunal 
made discretionary
decision - go to
paragraphs 14/15/16/17

3. Appeal Tribunal
direct Veterans UK to
obtain further 
information or evidence

4. Case passed to Appeals
caseworker to obtain the evidence.
Evidence could be gathered from
one or more of the following:

10. Reminders issued 
for all types of 
evidence/ advice if not 
received within 6 weeks

11. All requested evidence/ advice 
received in Veterans UK passed to 
quali�ed medical advisor to provide
a further comment for the Tribunal

13. Appeal heard by tribunal

All Appeals (after tribunal hearing) - Customer Journey
Note: Sometimes either party may deem it is necessary to adjourn an Appeal hearing. This may be for
further evidence to be obtained/submitted or for the customer to attend or for a rep to be appointed. 5. Report to be obtained

directly from the customer’s
GP

6. Service evidence obtained
from relevant service branch

7. Case notes to be obtained
directly from hospitals

8. Obtain consultant/
specialist report from
authorised Government health
assessment provider

9. Additional information
from the customer 
e.g. additional accident/
incident details

18. Tribunal will notify customer of
decision - End of Process.

Note: If Veterans UK are unable to �nalise their action within 3 months a progress 
update will be sent to the customer every 12 weeks until Appeal completion

12. All further evidence/ advice
is produced in a supplementary
response and despatched to
all relevant parties

14. Entitlement appeal allowed
- go to paragraph 19

15.Miscellaneous appeal 
allowed - go to paragraph 22

16. Assessment/ tari� appeal
allowed - go to paragraph 23

17. Disallowed appeal decision
- go to paragraph 18

19. Case passed to quali�ed medical adviser to determine assessment/
tari� or evidence required. If further evidence required, go to 
paragraph 20 or if no further evidence required go to paragraph 23 

23. Case passed to decision
implementation team

22. Case passed to appeal caseworker to
instruct decision implementation team

21. Case passed to 
quali�ed medical 
advisor for assessment/
tari� to be determined

24. Decision
letter sent to
customer

20. Further 
Evidence
obtained

Note: Should customers require assistance 
at any point during their claim, this may be 
obtained from Veterans UK Helpline: 
UK - 0808 1914218 or 
Overseas - +44 1253 866043 
or by email to: Veterans-UK@mod.gov.uk


